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This document is basedon a textpreparedin German by Agnes
Ballestrem which was submittedby her as a workingpaper to the
ICCROM Standards and Traininp Committee at its November
1978-meeting (ST 1/3). The Wirking Group for Training in
ConservationandRestoration of the ICOM Committeefor Conservation discussed the document for the first time at its
meeting in Zagreb in 1978. A revisedvenion waspublishedin
thepreprints of the ICOM Committee for Conservation’striennialmeeting in Ottawa, Canada, in 1981, paper 81/22/0 with
an introduction by H. C. von I m h o f i It was rewritten by Eleanor
McMillan and Paul N , Perrot. The new version was presented
and, with minor amendments, was unanimously adopted during the interim meeting o f the Working Groupfor Training in
Conservationand Restoration heldin Dresden on 5 September
1983 andwas submitted to the Committee’s Directory Boardat
its meeting in Barcelona on 26 November 1983, The Directory
Board requestedfurther work on the wording of the Definition
before the Working Group was topresent it to thefull Committee at its triennial meeting in Copenhagen in September 1984,
This latest version is the result of revisions done by RajIsar,Janet
Bridgland and Chrihoph von I m h o f between November 1983
and August 1984.
At its59th Session, which tookplace on 3 a n d 4July 198s in
Paris, the Executive Board o f the International Council of
Museums (ICOM) took cognizance o f the text ’The
Conservator-Restorer: a De$nition of the Profession’ on which
the General Assembly of ICOM’s International Conservation
Committee had voted in September 1984 at its meeting in
Copenhagen, accepting it almost unanimously . The summary
o f this decision is f o u n d i n the minutes of the Executive Board
meeting: Chapter 9. International Committees. Paragraph b.
Report of the International Conservation Committee: ‘The
Conservator-Restorer: a Definition o f the Profession ’.
This document, drawn up by the Working Group of the International Committee for Conservation, ‘Training in Conservation andRestoration ’, was adoptedby the ConservationCommittee at its Seventh Triennial Meeting (Copenhagen, 1984).
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1.1The pupose ofthis document is to set
forth the basic pubposes, principles, and
requirements of the conservation profession.
1.2 In most counuies, the profession of
the consemator-restorer1 is still undefined: whosoever conserves and restores is
called a conservator or a restorer, regardless of extent and depth of training.
1.3 Concern for professional ethics and
standards for the objects being treated,
and for the owners of these objects, has
led to various attempts to define the profession, to distinguish it from related professions,Z and to establish proper training
requirements. Other professions, such as
those of physician, lawyer and architect,
have passed through a phase of seKexamination and definition and have
established widely accepted standards.
Such definition of the profession of conservator-restorer is ~ Q Woverdue. It
shou!d help the profession to achieve
parity in status with disciplines such as
those of the curator or the archaeologist.

1. This term is used throughout this text, as a
compromise, since the same professional is called
‘conservator’in the English-speaking countries,
and ‘restorer’in those where Romance and
Germanic languages are spoken.
2. Certain professions related to conservation
(consewation architects, scientists, and
engineers), and all others who contribute to
conservation, are not mentioned in this
document since they are already governed by
accepted professional standards.
3. G.S. Grafrbdelmann, ‘Restauratorund
Denkmalpflege’ in Nacbrtkbtenblatt der
Denrkma&flege i# Baden-Württemberg, Vol. 8 ,
No. 3, 1965.

3. The impact klnd a).mking
of the actiuitìes
of the co~§b?rua~or-re§tor@r

3.1 The conservator-restorer has a particular responsibility in that treatment is
performed on i~epkacedbke origimks,
which are often unique and of great artistic, religious, historic, scientific,
cultural, social or economic value. The
value of such objects lies in the character
of their fabrication, in their evidence as
historical documents, and consequently
in their authenticity. The objects ’are a
significant expression of the spiritual,
religious, and artistic life of the past?
often documents of a historical situation,
whether they be work of the first rank or
simply objects of eveqday life9. 3
3.2 The documentaay quality of the
historic object is &e basis for research in
art history, ethnography, archaeology
and in other scientifically based disciplines. Hence, &e portance ofpresewing their physical integrity.
3.3 Because the risk of harmful
manipulation or transformation of the
object is inherent in my measure of consemation or restoration, the consematorrestorer must work in the ckosest coo4eration with the curator or other rele2.1 The activity of &e conservator- vant scholar. Together they must disrestorer (conservation) consists of techni- tinguish between the necessary and &e
cal examination, preservation, and con- superfluous, the possible and the imservatiodrestoration of cultural pro- possible, the intervention that enhances
perty:
the qualities ofthe object md &at which
~ ~ d ~ i n a tisi the
o ~ preliminary pro- is detrimental to its integrity.
cedure undertaken to determine the do3.4 The conservator-restorer must be
cumentary significance of an artefact; the aware of the documentary nature of an
original structure and materials; the ex- object. Each object contains -singly IX
tent of its deterioration, alteration, and c~~slbined
-historic stylistic, iconograloss; and the documentation of these phic, technologid, intellecmd, aesfindings.
thetic and/or spiritual messages and
Bresemztion is action taken to retard or data. Encountering these during research
prevent deterioration of or damage to md work on the object, the conservatorcultural properties by control of their en- restorer shou!d be sensitive to them, be
vironment and/or treatment of their able to recognize their nature, and be
structure in order to maintain them as guided by them in performing his task.
3.5 Therefore, dl intementions must
nearly as possible in an unchanging state.
Westomtion is action taken to make a be preceded by a ~pzeth~dicd
dad scie@deteriorated or damaged artefact under- t i f c examination aimed at understandstandable, with minimal sacrifice of aes- ing the object in all its aspects, and the
consequencesof each manipulation must
thetic mad historic integrity.
2.2 Conservator-restorers work in be fully considered. Whoever, for lack of
museums, in official heritage protection training, is unable to carry out such exservices, in private conservation enter- aminations or whoever, for lack of inprises or independently. Their task is to terest or other reasons, neglects to procomprehend the material aspect of ob- ceed in this way c m n ~be
t mmsted with
jests of historic and artistis significance in the responsibility for treatment. Only a
order to prevent their decay, and to well-trained, experienced conservatorenhance our understanding of them SO as restorer can correctly interpret the results
to further the distinction between what is of such examinations and foresee the conoriginal and what is spurious.
sequences of the desisions made.
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3.6 An intervention on an historic or
artistic object must follow the sequence
common to all scientz$c methodology:
investigation of source, analysis, interpretation and synthesis. Only then can
the completed treatment preserve the
physicalintegrity of the object, and make
its significance accessible. Most importantly, this approach enhances our ability
to decipher the object’s scientific message
and thereby contribute new knowledge.
3.7 The conservator-restorer works o n
the object itself. His work, like that of the
surgeon, is above all u munuul urt/skill.
Yet, as in the case of the surgeon, manual
skill must be linked to theoretical
knowledge and the capacity simultaneously to assess a situation, to act upon it
immediately and to evaluate its impact.
3.8 InterdiscipGinuy co-operation is of
paramount importance, for today the
conservator-restorermust work as part of
a team. Just as the surgeon cannot be
simultaneously a radiologist, pathologist
and psychologist, the conservator-restorer cannot be an expert in art or
cultural history, chemistry, and/or other
natural or human sciences. Like that of
the surgeon, the work of the conservatorrestorer can and should be complemented by the analytical and research findings
of scholars. Such co-operation will function well if the conservator-restoreris able
to formulate his questions scientifically
and precisely, and to interpret the
answers in the proper context.
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curator or other specialist, has the means
to examine the object, determine its condition, and assess its material documentary significance.

5. Training and education

of the conservator-restorer

5.1 To conform to the aboveprofessional
chuructenkticsand specifications, conservator-restorers must receive artistic,
technical and scientific training based
upon a well-rounded general education.
5.2 Training should involve the
development of sensitivity and manual
skills, the acquisition of theoretical
knowledge about materials and tech4. Distinction from reZated
niques, and rigorous grounding in scienprofessions
tific methodology to foster the capacity to
4.1 The conservator-restorer’s profes- solve conservationproblems by following
sional activities are distinct from those of a systematic approach, using precise
the artistic or craft professions. A basic research and critically interpreting the
criterion of this distinction is that, by results.
5.3 Theoreticultruiningundeducution
their activities, consemtutor-restorers do
not create new culturul objects. It is the should include the following subjects:
province of the craft and artistic proHistory of art and civilizations,
Methods of research and documentafessions such as metalsmiths, gilders,
cabinetmakers, decorators, and others to
tion,
reconstruct physically what no longer exKnowledge of technology and materials,
ists or what cannot be preserved. However, they too can benefit immeasurably
Conservation theory and ethics,
from the findings of conservatorConservation-restoration history and
restorers, and from their guidance.
technology,
4.2 The recommendation us to
Chemistry, biology and physics of
deterioration processes and of conservawhether intemention on any object of
historic and/or artistic significance
tion methods.
5.4 It is understood that an internship
should be undertaken by an artist, a
craftsman, or a conservator-restorer can is an essential part of any training probe made only by a well-trained, well- gramme. Training should be terminated
educated, experienced and highly sen- by a thesis or diploma paper, and its comsitive conservator-restorer. This in- pletion recognized by the equivalent of a
dividual alone, in concert with the university graduate degree.

5.5 At all stages in this training, major
emphasis should be placed on practice,
but sight should never be lost of the need
to develop and sharpen an understanding
of technical, scientific, historical, and
aesthetic factors. The ultimate aim of
training is to develop thoroughly rounded professionals, able thoughtfully to
perform highly complex conservation interventions and to thoroughly document
them in order that the work and the
records contribute not only to preservation but to a deeper understanding of
historical and artistic events related to the
objects under treatment.

Copenhagen, September 1984

